Ms. Niru Shrestha

Activity: Retailer
Product: Portable Stoves, Solar Lighting Systems

Monthly Profit: 75,000-100,000
Ms. Parbati Shrestha

- Katari, Udaypur

Activity: Retailer and Hotel
Product: Mud Stove, Fixed rocket, Envirofit, Ajummery

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000
Ms. Mina Koirala
- Katari, Udaypur

Activity: ICS Sales and installation
Product: Mud Stove, Fixed rocket, Envirofit, Ajummery

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000
Ms. Neha Shrestha

Activity: Beauty parlour, sells cosmetics, provides beauty services and training

Energy Use: Electricity

Monthly Profit: 30,000-45,000

- Sindhuli
Ms. Purnima Ghalan

- Konjosom, Lalitpur

**Activity:** Hotel + Retail shop

**Product:** Vegetables, Shoes, grocery, food items, cosmetics

**Energy Use:** Grid Electricity, Solar, Fuelwood

**Monthly Profit:** 60,000-70,000
Ms. Tarika Rai

- Khotang

Activity: Vegetable farming

Energy Use: Passive Solar for off season Vegetable farming

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000
Ms. Kabita Rai

Activity: Vegetable farming
Energy Use: Passive Solar for off season Vegetable farming

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000
during low season
Ms. Kopila Rai
- Dubekol, Khotang

Activity: Vegetable farming, poultry farming, piggery and floriculture.

Energy Use: Passive Solar for off season vegetable farming and electricity for pumping water

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000 during low season
Ms. Kabita Adhikari - Dumre Danda, Khotang

Activity: Mill
Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 20,000-50,000 during peak season
Ms. Rekha Thing
- Chaughari, Lalitpur

Activity: Tailoring and training
Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000
  during low season
Ms. Goma Pariyar

- Gotikhel, Lalitpur

Activity: Tailoring and cloth shop
Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 12,000-15,000 during low season
Ms. Shanta Thokar - Chaughari, Lalitpur

**Activity:** Animal rearing, Honey preparation, livestock rearing and retail shop;

**Energy Use:** Grid Electricity

**Monthly Profit:** 12,000-15,000 during low season
Ms. Meena Sanjel - Dalchowki, Lalitpur

Activity: Milk collection, Chilling and selling
Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 40,000 during low season
Ms. Kalpana Rai

- Rampur, Udaypur

Activity: Installing stoves, Kitchen accessories shop

Products: ICS, utensils, gifts; Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 35,000-45,000
Ms. Jamuna Shrestha

- Dumre Dhara, Khotang

Activity: Vegetable farming and Poultry farming
Energy Use: Passive solar and solar PV

Monthly Profit: 30,000
Ms. Surya Maya Danwar
- Baluwa, Kavre

Activity: Vegetable farming and Poultry farming
Energy Use: Passive solar and solar PV

Monthly Profit: 30,000
Nama Shivaya Pickle Enterprise

- Sindhuli

Activity: Preparing and bottling pickles
Products: 6 different types of pickles; Energy Use: Grid Electricity

Monthly Profit: 45,000-60,000
Celebrity Icon with the Target Group:

Ms. Laxmi Giri, Actress
School Led Gender and Energy Campaign

Katari, Udaypur